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Why do we chop & Nod?Why do we chop & Nod?

““Because of the sky Because of the sky 
variation, of course!variation, of course!””

TimeTime--variable sky variable sky 
backgroundbackground
Telescope thermal Telescope thermal 
emissionemission
SoSo--called 1/f detector called 1/f detector 
noisenoise

Array Noise InputsArray Noise Inputs
Note the closed cycle Note the closed cycle 
cooler noisecooler noise

For CanariCam itFor CanariCam it’’s s 
~1.1Hz~1.1Hz

Note well the 1/f noiseNote well the 1/f noise
For TFor T--ReCS and ReCS and 
CanariCam, this CanariCam, this 
necessitates chopping necessitates chopping 
faster than 1.1Hzfaster than 1.1Hz

The chop The chop 
frequency is frequency is 
(typically) (typically) 
determined by the determined by the 
1/f noise of the 1/f noise of the 
CanariCam arrayCanariCam array

CanariCam/TCanariCam/T--ReCS Data StructureReCS Data Structure

Each extension contains the imagesEach extension contains the images
Each image is 320x240 pixelsEach image is 320x240 pixels

When not choppingWhen not chopping
Number of coNumber of co--added frames written in the image dimension added frames written in the image dimension 
[320, 240, 1, N] where N is the number of [320, 240, 1, N] where N is the number of savesetssavesets
A A savesetsaveset is a stack of frames is a stack of frames optimisedoptimised for collection time for collection time 
and fulland full--well depth by the CanariCam softwarewell depth by the CanariCam software

This is the minimum unit of saved imagesThis is the minimum unit of saved images

Imaging frame time ~25ms, Imaging frame time ~25ms, savesetsaveset time ~10 secondstime ~10 seconds

CanariCam/TCanariCam/T--ReCS Data StructureReCS Data Structure

In chop and chopIn chop and chop--nod mode there are 2 chop nod mode there are 2 chop 
positions per positions per savesetsaveset and M and M savesetssavesets

Each image is therefore [320, 240, 2, M]Each image is therefore [320, 240, 2, M]

Almost all data taken in chopAlmost all data taken in chop--nod modenod mode
Each extension contains the Each extension contains the savesetssavesets for a single nod for a single nod 
positionposition
CanariCam can nod ABAB:ABAB:CanariCam can nod ABAB:ABAB:…… or ABBA:ABBA:or ABBA:ABBA:……

Even number of extensions essential for correct nod correctionEven number of extensions essential for correct nod correction

This will become much clearer when we This will become much clearer when we 
look at data in the DR session todaylook at data in the DR session today……

CanariCam Exposure TimesCanariCam Exposure Times

3 3 ““exposureexposure”” timestimes
Frame time Frame time –– optimisedoptimised in softwarein software
SavesetSaveset time time -- optimisedoptimised in softwarein software
Total exposure time Total exposure time –– user selected, tweaked in user selected, tweaked in 
softwaresoftware

Total exposure time is defined parameterTotal exposure time is defined parameter
Clock time takes account of efficiency lossesClock time takes account of efficiency losses
60s of exposure time is ~180s of clock time60s of exposure time is ~180s of clock time
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Filter SelectionFilter Selection

Filters spread throughout the 10 and 20Filters spread throughout the 10 and 20µµm m 
atmospheric windowsatmospheric windows
1010µµm far m far ‘‘cleanercleaner’’ than 20than 20µµmm

But strong and rapidly variable OBut strong and rapidly variable O33 feature at 9.7feature at 9.7µµmm
Taken from Gemini WWW site Taken from Gemini WWW site

Filter SelectionFilter Selection
Need to considerNeed to consider

SensitivitySensitivity
Diffraction limitDiffraction limit
Source colorSource color

Can be especially important Can be especially important 
when comparing objectswhen comparing objects

Cleanest filters are Si2 & Si5Cleanest filters are Si2 & Si5
Si2 great for objects with SED Si2 great for objects with SED 
that decline to longer that decline to longer λ, λ, such as such as 
stellar photospheresstellar photospheres

Highest resolution and sensitiveHighest resolution and sensitive
Si5 great for highly reddened Si5 great for highly reddened 
objectsobjects
Si1 & all Q band filters are Si1 & all Q band filters are 
highly dependant on water vaporhighly dependant on water vapor
Si3 & Si4 strongly affected by OSi3 & Si4 strongly affected by O33

T-ReCS Sensitivity 
(representative for CanariCam)

MIR SeeingMIR Seeing

Seeing and N and Q band much more stable Seeing and N and Q band much more stable 
than OIR than OIR λλ
Typically obtain images ~0.4Typically obtain images ~0.4”” at N, diffraction at N, diffraction 
limited at Q (~0.6limited at Q (~0.6””))
In good seeing and telescope image quality, 2In good seeing and telescope image quality, 2--3 3 
Airy rings around a point source can be Airy rings around a point source can be 
observedobserved
StrehlStrehl ratio is ~0.6 for N, 0.9 at ratio is ~0.6 for N, 0.9 at QaQa

Imaging CalibratorsImaging Calibrators

Flux standardFlux standard
~15% uncertainty typical~15% uncertainty typical

PSF standardPSF standard
Often need to take separate flux and PSF Often need to take separate flux and PSF 
standard asstandard as

Flux standard too bright or radically different flux to Flux standard too bright or radically different flux to 
objectobject
Flux standard could to too distant from objectFlux standard could to too distant from object

Change of gravity vector to telescope can significantly Change of gravity vector to telescope can significantly 
affect delivered PSFaffect delivered PSF
Large telescope slew forces large pupil rotationLarge telescope slew forces large pupil rotation

Flux StandardFlux Standard

Remaining problem of lack of observationally Remaining problem of lack of observationally 
determined flux standard suitable for 10m class determined flux standard suitable for 10m class 
telescopestelescopes
Flux standards are often drawn fromFlux standards are often drawn from

‘‘CohenCohen’’ standardsstandards
Primary or secondary Primary or secondary ‘‘CohenCohen’’ standardsstandards
Very bright southern standard starsVery bright southern standard stars

Will (likely) saturate CanariCam/GTC unless telescope Will (likely) saturate CanariCam/GTC unless telescope 
defocuseddefocused

Cohen StandardsCohen Standards

Cohen has modeled a continuous spectra of many stars Cohen has modeled a continuous spectra of many stars 
carefully tied to observational datacarefully tied to observational data
Spectra can be used for imaging Spectra can be used for imaging [and spectroscopic flux [and spectroscopic flux 
calibration]calibration] by integrating over the filterby integrating over the filter’’s s bandpassbandpass [or [or 
smoothing to the appropriate resolution]smoothing to the appropriate resolution]
Best reference is Cohen et al. 1999, AJ, 117, 1864Best reference is Cohen et al. 1999, AJ, 117, 1864
Calibration anchored to two primary standardsCalibration anchored to two primary standards

Alpha Alpha LyrLyr (AO V)(AO V)
Alpha Alpha CMaCMa (A1 V)(A1 V)
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Cohen Standard ConversionCohen Standard Conversion

Gemini Gemini 
provide a provide a 
fantastic tool fantastic tool 
to facilitate to facilitate 
thisthis

AirmassAirmass CorrectionCorrection
AirmassAirmass calibration difficult due to rapid changes incalibration difficult due to rapid changes in

Sky transmissionSky transmission
Sky emissionSky emission

Flux calibrators should be at similar Flux calibrators should be at similar airmassairmass to to 
sourcesource

If long source observation and high photometric If long source observation and high photometric 
required, may want to have prerequired, may want to have pre-- and postand post--flux standard flux standard 
observations where preobservations where pre-- has <RA than object, posthas <RA than object, post--
with >RAwith >RA

AirmassAirmass correction that is analogous to NIR world correction that is analogous to NIR world 
is unusual due to intrinsic photometric uncertaintyis unusual due to intrinsic photometric uncertainty

Flux Standard SelectionFlux Standard Selection

Gemini has a Gemini has a 
fantastic search fantastic search 
tool to facilitate tool to facilitate 
this searchthis search

PSF CalibrationPSF Calibration

Some flux standards can also be used for PSF calibrationSome flux standards can also be used for PSF calibration
Often not the case as flux standards are too bright, too blue Often not the case as flux standards are too bright, too blue 
and/or an unrepresentative color (more on color soon)and/or an unrepresentative color (more on color soon)

Best PSF standards are stars of spectral type K or M Best PSF standards are stars of spectral type K or M 
giantsgiants

M M supergiantssupergiants should be avoided due to possible extended should be avoided due to possible extended 
dust shell emissiondust shell emission
HipparcosHipparcos provides ideal catalogue for PSF searchesprovides ideal catalogue for PSF searches

Stars that are very bright should be avoided due to array Stars that are very bright should be avoided due to array 
effectseffects
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And the lessons areAnd the lessons are……

……be careful when picking your PSF standard, be careful when picking your PSF standard, 
not any star will donot any star will do
……or be aware of the limitations of the PSF or be aware of the limitations of the PSF 
standard youstandard you’’ve pickedve picked
……and be aware of the inevitable PSF variations and be aware of the inevitable PSF variations 
fromfrom

Atmosphere (seeing)Atmosphere (seeing)
Telescope (rotation of pupil)Telescope (rotation of pupil)
Changing aberrations (i.e. coma and the changing Changing aberrations (i.e. coma and the changing 
gravity vector)gravity vector)

SmoothingSmoothing

Can be useful to apply smoothing to reduce Can be useful to apply smoothing to reduce 
visual affects of background structurevisual affects of background structure
Usually best to make all measurements on data Usually best to make all measurements on data 
before smoothingbefore smoothing
DeconvolutionDeconvolution possible, but only for the possible, but only for the 
bravebrave……

Can trivially introduce spurious detections, noise, Can trivially introduce spurious detections, noise, 
etc.etc.

IRAFIRAF

The Gemini supported IRAF DR package is The Gemini supported IRAF DR package is 
preferredpreferred

Other methods possible (i.e. IDL, Other methods possible (i.e. IDL, StarlinkStarlink) but not ) but not 
described heredescribed here

IRAF DR provided and continually supported IRAF DR provided and continually supported 
by Geminiby Gemini

Will be evolved to Will be evolved to pyrafpyraf
Exception is for polarimetry, where Exception is for polarimetry, where StarlinkStarlink is is 
preferred packagepreferred package

CanariCam/TCanariCam/T--ReCS Data StructureReCS Data Structure

Data structure is complex due to chopping & Data structure is complex due to chopping & 
noddingnodding
Data provided in Multi Extension FITS (MEF) Data provided in Multi Extension FITS (MEF) 
formatformat
Primary header in extension 0Primary header in extension 0

Sub headers for each chop/nod in secondary Sub headers for each chop/nod in secondary 
headersheaders

IRAF TasksIRAF Tasks

TBACKGROUNDTBACKGROUND
TPREPARETPREPARE
TVIEWTVIEW
MISTACK or MIREGISTERMISTACK or MIREGISTER

Or in one command, MIREDUCEOr in one command, MIREDUCE

TBACKGROUNDTBACKGROUND

Used to derive statistics on background flux for Used to derive statistics on background flux for 
each chop each chop savesetsaveset
Compromised Compromised savesetssavesets and be flagged to and be flagged to ‘‘badbad’’, , 
thereby excluding them from later data thereby excluding them from later data 
reductionreduction

Compromised data maybe dueCompromised data maybe due
CloudsClouds
Poor seeing/guidingPoor seeing/guiding
Enhanced water vaporEnhanced water vapor
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TPREPARETPREPARE

Used only to reUsed only to re--format the data to prepare it for format the data to prepare it for 
later scriptslater scripts
A necessary step for later data reductionA necessary step for later data reduction

TVIEWTVIEW

After preparation, data can be viewedAfter preparation, data can be viewed
TVIEW can automatically display all TVIEW can automatically display all savesetssavesets in in 
a display toola display tool
Can also be set to display images interactivelyCan also be set to display images interactively
Image measurement offered through IMEXAMImage measurement offered through IMEXAM
After examination, nods can be flagged as After examination, nods can be flagged as ““badbad””
and excluded in later data reductionand excluded in later data reduction

Balancing of nod positions automatic through Balancing of nod positions automatic through 
TVIEWTVIEW

MISTACKMISTACK

Collapses the full data set (minus any flagged Collapses the full data set (minus any flagged 
““badbad”” nods) into a single [320,240] imagenods) into a single [320,240] image

Extension 0 is the headerExtension 0 is the header
Extension 1 is the imageExtension 1 is the image

Simple collapsing, either average of sum, Simple collapsing, either average of sum, 
dependant on combine task parameterdependant on combine task parameter
Most commonly used manner to reduce dataMost commonly used manner to reduce data

MIREGISTERMIREGISTER

Collapses the full data set (minus any flagged Collapses the full data set (minus any flagged 
““badbad”” nods) into a single [320,240] imagenods) into a single [320,240] image

Extension 0 is the headerExtension 0 is the header
Extension 1 is the imageExtension 1 is the image

Collapsing of images, either average of sum, Collapsing of images, either average of sum, 
dependant on combine task parameterdependant on combine task parameter
Nod frames are registered to each other through Nod frames are registered to each other through 
use of XREGISTER in IRAF to shift the images use of XREGISTER in IRAF to shift the images 
before averaging/additionbefore averaging/addition

MIREDUCEMIREDUCE

Calls most of the previous packages in a nonCalls most of the previous packages in a non--
interactive mannerinteractive manner

TREPREPARETREPREPARE
MISTACK or MIREGISTER (set through MISTACK or MIREGISTER (set through 
stackoptionstackoption))
If If fl_viewfl_view set to true, TVIEW is runset to true, TVIEW is run
If If fl_backgroundfl_background is set to true, TBACKGROUND is is set to true, TBACKGROUND is 
runrun

Flat FieldingFlat Fielding

When chopping, flats, biases, bad pixel masks When chopping, flats, biases, bad pixel masks 
are not neededare not needed

Act of chopping and fullness of pixel wells Act of chopping and fullness of pixel wells 
effectively removes need to flat field as effectively removes need to flat field as multiplictivemultiplictive
gain change across array minimal and well accounted gain change across array minimal and well accounted 
by choppingby chopping
Bias is removed through chopping process (but see Bias is removed through chopping process (but see 
next slide)next slide)
Array has very few (~2) bad pixels, therefore bad Array has very few (~2) bad pixels, therefore bad 
pixel masks irrelevantpixel masks irrelevant
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Tips & HintsTips & Hints

DR packages can be called with multiple images DR packages can be called with multiple images 
in or out using the usual in or out using the usual ““@@in_listin_list”” or or 
““@@out_listout_list””
Viewing of data very important due to image Viewing of data very important due to image 
quality problems & sky changesquality problems & sky changes


